
Now is the time to shift direction,  
not stand in place.
COVID-19 has changed everything — except how  
great leaders and companies react to adversity and 
change business practices accordingly. Today, that 
means discovering innovative ways to maintain 
productivity and momentum, while keeping employees 
and candidates safe. 

Can your candidates continue to test 
safely, reliably and securely? 
They can with ProProctorTM, our proven remote  
assessment platform. It is the ultimate solution for  
today’s environment, letting you continue testing  
candidates, online, 24/7, without interruption. And, 
because ProProctor is based on the same delivery  
technology that helped make us the trusted world- 
leader in on-site assessment — with more than 7 million 
exams annually — it gives your candidates the same 
high-quality, easy-to-use testing experience, no matter 
where they are located. 

As we emerge from COVID-19, and more of our 14,000+ 
test centers reopen, ProProctor can continue to be a 
valuable solution — complementing your in-center 
testing program while providing the same level of  
security and reliability.

Safety for today. Flexibility for tomorrow. Security and 
reliability forever.

Live. Monitored. Secure. Simple.
ProProctor is not just an online test, or simply an access 
portal. It is an entire suite of proprietary technologies 
providing a locked-down testing environment monitored 
live, in real-time, by Prometric’s trained and certified 
professionals. It supports secure, computer-based 
testing on any modality — and is expanding the way 
testing is done as businesses evolve and candidates’ 
needs change. 

ProProctor Advantages

Ensure Business Continuity
• Provides 24/7 access for candidates
• Improves geographic reach to remote locations
• Enhances in-center testing by giving candidates an 

online option

Enhance The Candidate Experience
• Provides a consistent testing platform for on-site 

and online candidates
• Live readiness agent support chat capability for 

candidate questions
• Simple system validation with minimal setup and 

low bandwidth requirements
• Candidate friendly tools like pre-exam videos, self-

guided setup, and digital scratchpad

Secure Your Assets
• Multi-level agent monitoring 
• Candidate authenticity verification and 360º 

environmental checks  
• Proprietary locked-down browser
• Live security agent combined with AI anomaly 

detection to alert for environmental risks 
• Real-time and recorded video functionality 

Scale Effortlessly
• Open cloud native architecture supported by 

leading technology solutions to increase stability, 
security, and performance at scale



“ Even without a Test Center Administrator  
 physically in the room, we were able to  
 deliver exams in a secure environment  
 through ProProctor.”
 -Educational Testing Services

“ By using ProProctor, we can now deliver exams  
 securely and conveniently to some of our most  
 remote candidates.”
 -Human Resource Professionals Association  
   

What our customers are saying

A Better Service Solution
 Remote Proctoring Prometric  0ther Providers

Ease of use/installation process Simple and intuitive. Moderate to difficult. 
  Prometric only software. May require 3rd party software.

Fully integrated environment One environment across all modalities. Multiple environments and/or 
  Same exam driver.  No publishing integration complexities. 
  requirements. Complete program control.  

100% live proctoring Continuous monitoring by Varies, most have limited test 
  multiple certified proctors. delivery experience.

Advanced security Computer and browser lockdown. Browser lockdown. 
  Proctors are never able to view  Examination content is exposed 
  exam content.  to proctors.

Proprietary browser Prometric developed. Exam content Resilience on commercial 
  will never be impaired. No reliance browsers. User must disable 
  on commercial browsers for browser settings. Inconsistent  
  exam delivery.  presentation of content.

Technology monitoring AI-assisted proctoring coupled with  Limited capabilities. 
  continuous biometric facial and audio  
  detection and alerts.

Screen Resolution  
Operating System  
Web Browser  
WebCam Resolution  
Microphone  
Download Speed

1024 X 768
Windows / MacOS  
Latest Google Chrome 
640 X 480p
Enabled
500 Kbps

Standard Technical Features Learn more
To request a demo or find additional information 
about ProProctorTM, visit our website or contact one 
of our solutions specialists toll-free at
1-855-855-2241.
www.prometric.com/proproctor
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